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ABSTRACT

This paper offers the first general introduction to CODA (Cognitive Discourse Analysis), a methodology for analyzing verbal protocols and other types of unconstrained language use, as a resource for researchers interested in mental representations and high-level cognitive processes. CODA can be used to investigate verbalizations of perceived scenes and events, spatio-temporal concepts, complex cognitive processes such as problem-solving and cognitive strategies and heuristics, and other concepts that are accessible for verbalization. CODA builds on and extends relevant established methodologies such as cognitive linguistic perspectives, verbal protocol analysis in cognitive psychology and interdisciplinary content analysis, linguistic discourse analysis, and psycholinguistic experimentation.
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1. Introduction

Language use is based on thoughts. Whatever we say must have gone through our minds, in one way or other, superficially or in depth. Thoughts can (to some extent at least) be put into words; people often ask “What are you thinking?”, and they expect a meaningful answer to follow. They may not
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even realize that the answer will be indirect and communicated through a medium, typically language. Nevertheless there is no direct way of accessing thoughts, and the language people use to express them cannot be equated with their thoughts. The relationship between language and thought is not simple, but undoubtedly it is systematic (Miller, 1951). To the extent that systematic principles and patterns can be identified, they can be exploited for accessing what goes on in people’s minds.

Since researchers interested in human thought and behavior frequently aim to access cognition, language is a widely used medium across various research purposes and procedural steps. This starts with (mostly spoken, sometimes written) discussions among researchers when first designing the procedure, is carried further through task instructions that are conveyed verbally in most cases, and may further involve behavioral responses given through language, or direct questions during task performance. Centrally language-based methods include verbal protocols (such as think-aloud data and retrospective reports), interviews, and informal discussions used for inspiration. Altogether, there are many ways of gaining insights through language. The relevant appearances of language are variously treated as data (to be analyzed according to specific features) or as medium (which, in itself, is not particularly interesting), analyzed ad hoc and intuitively, or remain altogether unmentioned in publications if authors feel that they played no appreciable part in the process (in spite of having served as considerable resources for inspiration). Dealing with language seems unproblematic; in a sense all of us are experts in the interpretation of this medium, or feel we are, since we all use it every day. However, in spite of the ubiquity of language in behavioral research, language is actually rarely treated from an expert point of view – i.e., analyzed in a rigorous way based on linguistic background knowledge. Thus, we use language as a medium and data resource to learn about thought – but to what extent do we know what we are doing, and how can we deal with this form of representation systematically rather than intuitively?

Let us consider some examples of language use. Imagine a person describing a visual scene, like a traffic situation on the road. Will they focus on the trees, the cars, the pedestrians, or the gray sky? Most centrally this will depend on relevance for the discourse task at hand (Sperber & Wilson, 1986). Guided by relevance, the speaker’s linguistic choices will necessarily reflect their conceptualization of the scene in systematic ways. Their attentional focus determines the choice of objects and persons described. The gray sky will only be mentioned if the weather conditions are consciously noted by the speaker, due to perceived relevance for the current discourse, emotional affect, or for other conceptually anchored reasons. Upon closer analysis, the information structure of the speaker’s description reveals which aspects are represented as new or taken for granted, and which are foregrounded...
or remain implicit. Consider the following sentences, which constitute fundamentally different references to (possibly) the same scene at the time of speaking:

(1) The blue car is parked in front of a tree.

(2) Did you see how this idiot almost crashed into the tree?

Unlike (1), (2) is directed at an addressee, prominent in the speaker’s mind. It contains a range of affective evaluations, reflected by terms such as idiot and crashed, and supported by the invitation (conveyed as a question Did you see?) to share the speaker’s perception. The car remains implicit in this utterance but is inferable from the motion situation evoked by crashed into the tree; the color does not appear in the description and therefore does not matter to the speaker at this moment. In (1), the car is referred to as the given starting point for a description of its location, while the tree is introduced as new using the indefinite article; (2) presupposes the tree’s existence (and accessibility to the addressee) as signaled by the definite article. Most strikingly, however, the second sentence reflects a conceptualization of a dynamic scene (conveyed by the form of the verb), namely an event preceding the current view of the scene. In contrast, the first describes the current view as a static scene – one that may be the visually available result of a dynamic procedure, though not the one described in (2): the speaker assumes that the car had merely been parked. Altogether, although both sentences may refer to the same visual scene, the speakers’ linguistic choices convey their fundamentally different perceptions and conceptualizations in multiple ways. Here, a plausible explanation is that the second speaker may have had access to a more extended portion of the antecedent motion event, leading to the affective evaluation and the conceptual focus on the dynamic aspect.

In these and many other ways, language use reflects crucial aspects about the speakers’ concepts, mediated by their understanding of the communicative situation, at any given moment. This provides a good pathway to access cognition, given the necessary expertise about relevant features of language. Features of a linguistic utterance that pertain to cognition are revealing about a speaker’s thoughts and cognitive processes, and can thus inform cognitive science directly. Features of a linguistic utterance that pertain to communication are crucial for a wide range of applications within cognitive science, such as human–robot and human–computer interaction, automatically generated user support, intuitive assistance systems, and so forth.

The central idea in the methodological framework presented here, Cognitive Discourse Analysis (CODA), is to use unconstrained natural language elicited in purposefully controlled situations as a data source; ideally combined with other modalities or representations of cognitive processes. Across various
recent projects,\(^1\) research questions about human cognition have been addressed using this methodological framework. One overarching aim in this research has been to accumulate insights about how and to what extent language analysis can support cognitive science research. Results include, for instance, ways in which speakers switch flexibly between conceptual domains, the flexibility and range of problem-solving strategies within and across speakers, and the impact of situation and discourse context on linguistic representation. Various examples will be given below to illustrate the methodology.

This paper provides the first general introduction to CODA as a tool for analyzing the language that speakers use to express thought. Relevant research questions broadly fall into two areas: mental representation (the conceptualization of complex scenes, event perception, and the like), and complex cognitive processes (such as problem-solving or decision-making). Both of these relate to and enhance well-established research traditions in distinct ways. With respect to mental representation, CODA addresses the conceptualization of perceived situations and events, building on established psycholinguistic methods (e.g., Ellis, 1985–1987). With respect to complex cognitive processes, CODA enhances the widely used research paradigm of using think-aloud protocols and retrospective reports for the identification of (internal) cognitive processes (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The present approach builds on previous work in this well-established (yet much disputed) tradition, and extends it by suggesting linguistically informed analysis procedures to capture relevant conceptual phenomena reflected in linguistic structure, such as those exemplified above.

CODA as a generic methodology is characterized by essential considerations that lead toward a range of procedures available for data collection and analysis. Depending on the specific aims in a research study, the analyst will need to focus on limited aspects of the linguistic data, since examining unconstrained natural language exhaustively is typically neither feasible nor desirable. This paper will provide the basis for this by guiding researchers through generic linguistic analysis procedures, providing examples for specific analysis perspectives along the way. Following a brief outline of the interdisciplinary background relevant for the CODA methodology, each procedural step will be addressed in turn. Based on a concise presentation

\(^{1}\) Projects where CODA has been explicitly employed as a research method include the Tandem project ‘Wayfinding strategies in behavior and language’, funded by the Volkswagen Foundation, projects I5-[DiaSpace] and I6-[NavTalk] as part of the CRC (SFB/TR 8) Spatial Cognition Bremen/Freiburg funded by the DFG, and the doctoral project ‘Psychopragmatic analysis of problem solving processes’, funded by the Zentrale Forschungsförderung (ZF) at the University of Bremen, Germany. Related publications will be referred to throughout this paper. Funding is gratefully acknowledged.
of a range of outcomes, the contribution of language analysis to issues in cognitive science will then be discussed.

2. Background

Language has always been one of the core areas in cognitive science, both with respect to its role as a (possibly distinct) cognitive module along with vision, memory, etc. (see Newcombe & Ratliff, 2007, for discussion), and with respect to the relation of language(s) to thought (e.g., Evans & Green, 2006; Langacker, 2000; Talmy 2000, 2007), following Whorf (1941). Concerning the former issue, cognitive scientists (or psycholinguists) are interested in how language is processed in the brain, and how this relates to other (non-linguistic) representations. This includes theories about how languages are learned, how an utterance’s meaning can be understood from the acoustic signal and transformed, for example, into a mental image, and how a speaker gets from a non-verbal idea to a linguistic representation.

Concerning the latter issue, cognitive scientists (or cognitive linguists) investigate the features of a language (i.e., the linguistic repertory) with respect to the ways in which it reflects cognitive phenomena. In this area, the identification of systematic differences between languages is central, related to questions about the influence of a language on patterns of thought (in speakers of that language). A major subject of debate is the question of whether (or to what extent) language determines thought (Whorf, 1941), or whether thought is essentially independent of language, and of the language a person speaks. In the latter view, thought patterns determine patterns in language rather than vice versa (Pinker, 1994). Current cognitive linguists appear to converge on a moderate view that allows for dynamic mutual interaction between language and thought (Evans, 2014). Rather than one determining the other, speakers are influenced by the patterns of their language (Boroditsky, 2009), and the patterns in a language develop and are acquired based on its speakers’ concepts and usage in embodied everyday activities (Barlow & Kemmer, 2000; Tomasello, 2003). These two aspects of the relation between language and thought are now increasingly seen as complementing rather than contradicting each other.

Both ways in which language plays a role in cognitive science are relevant as starting points for CODA, and there are some shared methodological concerns. Nevertheless the approach presented here is novel in crucial ways, as it departs from established procedures and perspectives.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{2} This is not to suggest that there are no previous studies that fit to the scope of CODA as presented here. In fact, the idea of developing CODA as a coherent methodology has been inspired by a range of studies cited throughout this paper.
study designs can be fairly similar to CODA, but they aim at optimal control and predictivity rather than freely produced language, since their focus is on cognitive processing rather than representation. Study designs in the tradition of cognitive linguistics, in contrast, involve examination of the repertory of a language (or languages) with respect to the underlying cognitive representations. Here, a basic tenet is that principles of linguistic structure can serve to reveal principles of cognitive structure, based on the mutual influence of language and thought as just described. The motivation for CODA is that this structural idea carries over to language in use: what we say (and how we say it) is systematically related to, or based on, what (and how) we think. This applies not only generally to what we can do with language or how the linguistic repertory represents the thought repertory within a speech community, but also specifically to what we actually do with language whenever we express our thoughts. In other words, patterns in language use reflect patterns of current thought in systematic, though not necessarily direct or unfiltered, ways.

The aim in CODA is to utilize this idea to address research questions in cognitive science, by adopting discourse analytic methods of examining how language is used, and building on previous methods as described above and summarized in Table 1. Unconstrained language, collected in carefully controlled settings, provides a fantastically rich data resource, revealing the ways in which speakers conceptualize crucial aspects of the setting. This includes aspects that the speakers are not necessarily aware of, such as some of the details discussed in the introductory examples. In the following sections, CODA will be introduced procedurally, step by step: this starts from considerations about the scope of using CODA, and further involves data collection techniques, the preparation of data for analysis, drawing insights from content, linguistic feature annotation, concerns of reliability, identification of patterns in the data, as well as triangulation and extensions. While various references to previous studies using CODA will be integrated to support the description, one example in particular (Tenbrink & Seifert, 2011) will be used throughout for illustration. This will be followed by a brief representation of prominent outcomes of CODA-based studies, providing the basis for a critical discussion of the approach.

3. CODA procedures

3.1. Scope

Cognitive science researchers are interested in a subject that is not directly accessible to observation: processes in the mind and brain, thoughts and thought processes. Although language is an everyday medium used to express thought, there are nevertheless limits to the scope of research that can be
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addressed through language data analysis. As a first step, therefore, it needs to be clarified to what extent language is a suitable medium to convey insights relevant to the research question at hand.

As a starting point, a simple heuristics when considering the scope for CODA is this. Anything that can be meaningfully verbalized by speakers, can be meaningfully analyzed using systematic linguistic methods. As already indicated, the phenomena that a researcher can identify by a close look at linguistic choices may go beyond whatever the speakers themselves verbalize explicitly or would be aware of. Systematic linguistic analysis can thus run deeper than conscious awareness, but it cannot exceed the data resource itself – it cannot address cognitive processes that do not have any reflection in language at all. Consequently, the range of research questions that can be meaningfully addressed via language is mostly limited to non-automatic cognitive processes, excluding memory retrieval, activation and recognition, automated procedures, sudden insights or realizations, and the like. Some of these can be reported after the fact to the extent that they leave a trace in short-term memory (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Moreover, think-aloud data may to some extent reflect cognitively crucial moments not by explicit formulation but by subtle features such as hesitation markers, pauses, changes in intonation, and the like. Nevertheless, many research issues of interest to cognitive science researchers concern unconscious levels of cognitive processing that will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field / Approach</th>
<th>Relation to CODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive science</td>
<td>CODA is a methodology developed to address research questions in cognitive science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discourse analysis</td>
<td>CODA uses established discourse analytic methods to address types of research question that have so far rarely been addressed by discourse analysts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal protocol analysis</td>
<td>CODA enhances the paradigm established by Ericsson and Simon (1993) by analysis of linguistic structure, and by extending the range of text types to be analyzed, taking into account research in cognitive linguistics and communication related aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cognitive) linguistic theory</td>
<td>CODA draws on insights from linguistic theory, especially cognitive linguistics, but also functional grammar and other relevant resources, regarding the significance of particular linguistic choices from the overall network of options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psycholinguistics</td>
<td>While some psycholinguistic research overlaps with CODA, CODA means eliciting unconstrained language to examine the speakers’ linguistic choices, while psycholinguistic studies tend to constrain the range of linguistic options available to participants, typically to address processing aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not find any reflection in language and will therefore need to be addressed in different ways.

While the general scope of potential applications is more extensive, related research traditions fall into two main areas, both of which are combined and extended by CODA. The first tradition concerns mental representations, namely the linguistic representation of conceptualized information, such as perceptually available or memorized scenes. Typically, this involves description tasks related to an experimentally controlled scenario presupposing no particular cognitive effort (except memory, if the scene to be described is no longer perceptually available). Here a close analysis of linguistic detail is fairly common in order to address the mental representation of perceived information, leading to a broad variety of significant insights (e.g., Berman & Slobin, 1994; Nuyts & Pederson, 1997; Taylor & Tversky, 1996).

The second area concerns the analysis of complex cognitive processes as identified by verbal protocols produced along with cognitively challenging tasks (Ericsson & Simon, 1993), such as problem solving (Newell & Simon, 1972) or decision-making (Ranyard, Crozier, & Svenson, 1997). The method of having people think aloud during such tasks, or provide a retrospective report of what they were thinking, is based on early work by Newell and Simon (1972), and has over the past decades been widely used across many different domains, including spatial cognition (Gugerty & Rodes, 2007), medical areas (Kuipers, Moskowitz, & Kassirer, 1988), design studies (Purcell & Gero, 1998), reading research (Afflerbach & Johnston, 1984), usability (Krahmer & Ummelen, 2004), and many more. Linguistic data of this kind can be seen as an external representation of some aspects of what is going on in the mind. In particular, think-aloud protocols and retrospective reports provide procedural information that complements other data, such as decision outcomes and behavioral performance results.

Conventionally, the focus of verbal protocol analysis lies on the content of verbal data, addressing those aspects (e.g., particular thought processes or strategies) that the speakers are themselves aware of (or ‘heed’; Ericsson & Simon, 1993). The content-based inspection of verbal reports, particularly if carried out by experts in the problem domain and set against a substantial theoretical background (Krippendorff, 2004), often leads to well-founded specific hypotheses about the cognitive processes involved (see, for instance, a detailed script analysis in Kuipers et al., 1988).

However, the implications of particular choices of linguistic structure have rarely been taken into account in this line of research. Here, CODA provides a substantial step forward by pointing to the cognitive significance of specific linguistic features, operationalizing and validating content categories, and extending the scope of research to cognitive aspects that are not necessarily
consciously available to the speakers and therefore do not get to be verbalized explicitly. This opens up avenues for addressing research issues that have not yet been investigated using verbal data at all, ideally through triangulation with other kinds of data.

To introduce our running example illustrating CODA procedures, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) examined how speakers devise route plans for a holiday round trip on Crete. Previous research had highlighted a range of conceptual strategies available for planning complex routes. Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth (1979), for example, examined abstract processes reflected in verbal protocols and proposed a cognitive model of planning on this basis. Further research examining scenarios related to the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) task was mainly based on behavioral results along with computational modeling, allowing for conclusions about underlying strategies such as clustering mechanisms (e.g., Graham, Joshi, & Pizlo, 2000) or nearest neighbor heuristics (e.g., Best & Simon, 2000). Now, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) investigated the extent to which results from this research extended to holiday tour planning by examining trajectories, cognitive focus, and conscious strategies for designing a route. Relevant cognitive processes were deemed likely to be verbalizable, related to previous research (e.g., Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979; Tenbrink & Wiener, 2009). Furthermore, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) were interested in the challenge of conceptually shifting between a two-dimensional map in small-scale space (used for planning) and the three-dimensional real-world situation in large-scale space that travellers are confronted with (see Pick, Heinrichs, Montello, Smith, & Sullivan, 1995, for a verbal protocol study of this challenge). This domain discrepancy is an integral part of any kind of in-advance travel planning. The time and location where planning takes place does not correspond to the time and place of traveling; to ensure a pleasant journey, it is necessary to imagine what kinds of consequence each decision during planning might have for the travel in the real world. While it was unlikely that participants would directly comment on this challenge, the required conceptual shifts should be represented in the language used to describe the problem-solving procedure, in ways yet to be explored. In a nutshell, the research questions for this study were:

• What kinds of problem-solving strategies are used when planning a holiday route with multiple goals, and how do they relate to TSP-related research?
• To what extent do humans refer to a real-world environment when the only available information is a map, and how do they switch between concepts of map-related planning and concepts of traveling in the real world?
• How do these two aspects relate to each other?
3.2. DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Having specified a research question that fits to the scope of CODA as just outlined, the next consideration concerns how to collect data and prepare them for analysis. Since CODA addresses linguistic (and, relatedly, conceptual) patterns by examining how some content is expressed or structured (beyond what is said), speakers (i.e., the participants of empirical studies) need to be allowed to make their own linguistic choices rather than choosing from a restricted set of options. The specific elicitation methods used in a study need to be chosen carefully based on the research question at hand, keeping in mind that each particular text type implies particular patterns of linguistic choices (e.g., Biber, 1989) that may not be related to the given task as such.

In the area of mental representations, the elicited verbal description should optimally reflect the speakers’ conceptualization of a perceived scene or event. For example, participants could be shown a picture and asked a question about it that triggers a description (e.g., Carlson & Logan, 2001; Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; Holsanova, 2008). Notably, the precise formulation of the question and other discourse factors systematically affect the participants’ description. As Vorwerg and Tenbrink (2007) showed, a question asking about the location of an element in a picture (“Where is the object?”) triggers far more detailed descriptions than a question about the identity of an element (“Which one is the object?”), although both questions can generally be answered in similar ways, as exemplified by “it is (the object) to the left of the square”. Responses to ‘Where’ questions contained more projective terms and modifiers, as in “slightly to the top and left of the square”, whereas responses to ‘Which’ questions tended to be short and simple, as in “the one to the left” or simply “the circle”.

In the area of problem-solving processes, Ericsson and Simon’s (1993) framework provides a good basis for identifying the cognitive significance of certain text types. Most prominently, information verbalized during the task (think-aloud protocols) and retrospective reports are supposed to reflect cognitive processes within short-term memory fairly directly, and can therefore be recommended as preferred elicitation methods. Ericsson and Simon (1993) provide elaborate procedural advice towards optimal elicitation for both methods. The main idea is to encourage participants to speak out loud what they are (or – in the case of retrospective reports – were) thinking, rather than guiding them towards particular trains of thought. The ‘Appendix’ provides an example instruction that can be used to train participants to think aloud, which is necessary if only to clarify what is expected from them.

It has been observed that, under certain circumstances, the requirement to verbalize may promote a better understanding of the task itself.
(Krahmer & Ummelen, 2004) – or it may lead to an impairment (Schooler, Ohlsson, & Brooks, 1993). Based on a range of studies showing effects in either direction (or none), it now seems clear that it cannot be generally predicted whether the requirement to think aloud will affect task performance in a particular research setting. Therefore, studies using think-aloud protocols typically involve another (control) group of participants who are asked to perform the same task without thinking aloud, allowing for a comparison of behavioral results.

Additionally, relying on think-aloud data alone may often not be sufficient since verbalizations during the task may be incomplete in various respects (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Other types of verbalizations have different effects. Therefore, it may be useful to combine several methods of data collection, both with respect to other types of verbal data and with respect to triangulation (addressed separately below). In the following, I will briefly address some other widely used types of language data elicitation, which may be suitable for different purposes.

3.2.1. Interview questions

One very direct way of eliciting responses of interest to the researcher is by asking people direct questions about their experience concerning a task just performed. Such questions are often formulated in such a way as to differentiate between alternating theories (e.g., Schelhorn, Griego, & Schmid, 2007, with respect to analogical reasoning strategies) and can therefore be quite specific and conceptually biased. Then the formulation of interview questions may not necessarily map onto the participants’ personal experience of the task. In particular, Ericsson and Simon (1993) point out that questions posed by the experimenter, if not formulated in a very general way, lead to filtering processes and may address aspects that the participants never actually attended to by themselves during the problem-solving process (such as reasons and motivations). While researchers should be aware of these effects, they may be used to advantage, e.g., by complementing other (less biased) kinds of response (e.g., Gralla, Tenbrink, Siebers, & Schmid, 2012).

With respect to problem-solving tasks, thought processes triggered by interview questions can lead to the mention of strategies that could have been used but were not. Due to conscious reflection, participants may realize that better performance on the current task could have been achieved. Such recognition of further possible strategies would in most cases also be reflected linguistically, for example by discourse markers that signpost the new insights gained through the interview. Again, this highlights the need for a close examination of the language used, beyond extracting the types of strategies mentioned by participants.
3.2.2. Scenario variation

Another elicitation method is to suggest different discourse tasks or scenarios to the participants. This involves elicitng verbal representations not only for the purpose of revealing thought processes, but primarily for a different purpose in which these thought processes are again put to use, this time in order to create a linguistic product. For example, in Tenbrink and Wiener (2009), as well as Gralla et al. (2012), participants were asked first to provide a retrospective report of how they solved the problem given to them, and then to write an instruction ‘for a friend’ (a new discourse task), leading to new conceptual perspectives on the task at hand. In a route-planning task, Hölscher, Tenbrink, and Wiener (2011) had people, in one condition, describe their future route for themselves, and in another condition, for a stranger unfamiliar with the environment, highlighting systematic quantitative differences (level of detail) but striking qualitative correspondences (same types of information given). Relatedly, Daniel and Denis (2004) asked participants to give route descriptions either normally or in a specifically concise way, thus identifying systematic features of condensed route descriptions.

Similarly, revealing insights can be collected through dialogues, for instance involving participants with equal or different levels of knowledge. Involving real or imagined addressees shows how experiences in mentally representing a scene or solving a problem may be shared communicatively, or how cognitive processes can be conveyed from an expert (in solving a complex task) to a novice. Clark and Krych (2004) present a relevant analysis of dialogues concerned with a joint problem-solving task (building a LEGO model), showing how experts adjust their instructions according to their partners’ reactions. In route directions, participants use a verbal representation to enable another person to find their way (e.g., Denis, 1997), which opens up further possibilities for eliciting language under consideration of different perspectives. Apart from the text type itself, the precise nature of the (perceived) discourse goal (i.e., why language is produced) plays a decisive role, which influences the trains of thought that are triggered by the way the current linguistic aims are understood. Clearly, it matters to the participant whether they perceive a description to be for the experimenter only (which would inevitably be the case with imagined addressees), or for successful communication to be actually required for the given discourse task (Schober & Brennan, 2003). Both cases, however, involve a higher involvement of communication related aspects than think-aloud protocols, which (ideally) are not primarily directed at anybody at all.

Like interview questions, instructions for other people (imagined or present) as well as dialogues may trigger intermediate processes of verbalization,
such as explanations. They need to be understood as going beyond a direct representation of thought, and can provide insights about participants’ meta-conceptualization and rationalization of their choices.

In terms of our example study, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) elicited written reports of the problem-solving procedure. They asked participants to write down what they did, step by step, when designing a holiday trip on Crete, what their thoughts were, and what was important while making decisions. This kind of verbal report is not a direct representation of thought as recommended for retrospective reports by Ericsson and Simon (1993), yet it served the study purposes by providing insight into the participants’ conscious thoughts and meta-cognition in this task. Moreover, the written mode guaranteed sufficiently rich verbal data to analyze the language used with respect to conceptual shifts between planning and traveling domains (map as opposed to real world).

3.3. DATA PREPARATION TECHNIQUES

Following data collection, the next procedural step is to prepare the verbal data for analysis by transferring them into manageable units. Handwritten language needs to be transferred to an electronic format; spoken language needs to be transcribed. If transcription is involved, the required level of detail and types of feature to be represented in the protocol need to be considered carefully. Since CODA typically addresses semantic or conceptual levels of linguistic structure (see Section 3.4), an orthographically correct transcription of what is meant may be more useful than an exact representation of pronunciation patterns. However, it is typically useful to transcribe markers of hesitation (such as hm, uh, uh-uh) and the like in systematic ways. Such sounds are not produced at random; they usually carry a meaning relevant for communicative and/or current cognitive processes. Analyzing them systematically can be enlightening for research areas involving uncertainty (Lindsey, Greene, Parker, & Sassi, 1995; Tenbrink, Bergmann, & Konieczny, 2011) or confusion, cognitive effort, dialogic negotiation, and other issues (Brennan & Williams, 1995). Regardless of whether or not a systematic analysis of hesitation markers is carried out, including this information in the transcript supports the interpretation of utterance meaning.

To represent discourse functions of intonation in a feasible and well-established (though coarse) manner, punctuation markers can be used in the conventional way, i.e., question marks for (semantically identifiable) questions, exclamation marks for the (unusual) case of an exclamation, commas for a continuing intonation contour even if a sentence is grammatically complete, and a full stop to signal ostensive completion (e.g., as signaled by a falling
intonation contour). Non-linguistic events can be noted in brackets, such as (laughter) or (noise). The convenient transcription software f4[3] uses time stamps; this allows for capturing the temporal development as well as extended pauses. Short and mid-utterance pauses can be represented in brackets using numbers for seconds. More intricate non-verbal contributions such as gestures and facial expressions should be considered with respect to their relevance to the research goals; transcribing these can be extremely time-consuming, especially if no established conventions for the particular distinctions needed are known (see Brösamle, 2013, for an extended specialized gesture transcription project). Furthermore, actions may be crucial for the interpretation of language. Generally, all relevant information needs to be included on a suitable level of detail. Here, the focus will remain on language.

Once the language data are available in electronic format, they will typically need to be segmented into smaller units serving as the basis for analysis. The length and definition of a unit depend on the research goals (see Krippendorff, 2004, for elaborate discussion of unitization). Any kind of quantitative analysis must build on carefully defined (operationalized) units. However, this goal may not always be easy to achieve for smaller units of analysis. In some cases it may be sufficient to establish smaller units simply for practical purposes, e.g., as a basis for line-by-line annotation (see Section 3.4). Researchers may decide to relate quantitative analysis results to the overall number of words or other clearly delineated larger units, while retaining smaller units simply for purposes of managing the annotation process.

A notion that may be a useful start for line-by-line analysis is that of a ‘possible sentence’ (Selting, 2000). Selting specifies this notion in terms of turn-constructional units (TCUs) as follows:

The TCU is defined as the smallest interactionally relevant complete linguistic unit, in a given context, that is constructed with syntactic and prosodic resources within their semantic, pragmatic, activity-type-specific, and sequential conversational context. (Selting, 2000, p. 477).

While Selting developed her notion of TCUs for spoken language, a similar idea can also be used for written language in order to obtain manageable units of a similar size; these may be shorter than the sentences suggested by the writer’s use of punctuation. Moreover, in dialogue, turn changes between speakers are clear cases of new units, and syntactically complete sentences are also units. Semantic/pragmatic completion is reached, for instance, when a speaker turns from a description of a specific item or spatial array to the next. For some

purposes the notion of *conversational game* established in the dialogue modeling literature may be useful (Carletta, Isard, Isard, Kowtko, Doherty-Sneddon, & Anderson, 1997). Further useful ideas about segmentation and the definition of discourse units can be found, for instance, in Allen (2000), Degand and Simon (2009), Denis (1997), and Krippendorff (2004). However, for many purposes it may not be necessary to identify a specific operationalization of unit definitions, especially if no quantitative analysis directly relies on unit counts. Then, segments can be intuitively defined as convenient for the analyst.

Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) first rendered the collected handwritten reports into digital format. Unitization was done on the basis of informational chunks, similar to the notion of TCU as described above (Selting, 2000, i.e., “the smallest interactionally relevant complete linguistic unit” in the given context), as exemplified here:

1. Zentralen bzw. großen Ort mit Flughafen gesucht (Sitia)
   Searched for a central or large town with an airport (Sitia)
2. Dann habe ich überlegt wie weit man in 2 Wochen so kommen könnte.
   Then I considered how far it is possible to travel in two weeks
3. Ziel war es möglichst viel zu sehen
   The aim was to see as much as possible
4. und weit in den Westen zu kommen.
   and to get far into the west.
5. Große Städte als Übernachtungsplätze:
   Large cities for overnight stays:
6. viel Unternehmungsmöglichkeiten [sic!] für Touristen
   many activity options for tourists

This unitization made it possible to analyze chunks of text in a straightforward line-by-line analysis.

### 3.4. CONTENT ANALYSIS

Following data preparation, the first step of any analysis of natural language data is to gain a clear grasp of the content of the data, i.e., the speakers’ meaning in producing the verbalizations. An intuitive understanding of the range of content produced by the speakers should precede any closer analysis as described next. Based on the content and guided by the research question that motivates the study at hand, the analyst will need to make decisions about which aspects to pursue further and capture systematically.

Content analysis, as described by Krippendorff (2004) and Ericsson and Simon (1993), can involve extremely complex analysis procedures (see Crampton, 1992, for an insightful example). In particular, Krippendorff (2004)
describes content analysis as a research technique suitable for making reliable inferences from texts; this represents a notion that considerably exceeds simple, superficial, intuitive text comprehension. In problem-solving studies, it is often possible to identify a range of conceptual strategies, representations, and processes that are directly described by participants (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1993; for CODA-related studies see, e.g., Gralla et al., 2012; Hölscher et al., 2011; Tenbrink & Wiener, 2009). Moreover, content analysis provides a first basis for categorizing the data with respect to each segment’s relation to the discourse task (related to the research question at hand). For instance, in Tenbrink, Coventry, and Andonova (2011), utterances were categorized as to whether they described an object’s location or orientation, both, or neither. These categories were identified because they emerged as prominent types of content produced by the speakers, with clear effects on the targets of the research design.

In Tenbrink and Seifert (2011), content analysis served to inspire the more fine-grained coding procedures (as described in Section 3.5). While examining how participants described the procedures of planning a holiday tour and how they shifted between the conceptual domains of planning and traveling, it became clear that the participants sometimes explicitly commented on the former issue, while the latter remained implicit in language. To capture explicit comments, the authors extracted any mention of conscious strategies describing the holiday tour design procedure. Examples are: “After that, I also looked for a ‘peaceful’ place with a range of attractions in the vicinity”, which exemplifies the importance of spatial vicinity for travel planning; and “It was also important to avoid traveling the same route twice, but rather, traveling some sort of circle (ellipse)”, which exemplifies the concept of a suitable overall trajectory as well as the avoidance of repetition. As a next step, linguistic indicators for each of the identified strategies (e.g., region, area, side, and mainland indicate a conceptual segmentation of the environment into regions) were determined in order to operationalize the strategy allocation process (see Tenbrink & Seifert, 2011, for details).

Concerning domain shifts, the general impression emerged that participants were mentally at two places at once rather than showing awareness of a conceptual shifting process. A closer inspection of the language the participants used led to the identification of linguistic markers indicating each of the domains involved (the current conceptual domain of planning alongside that of traveling on a remote island) as well as the (implicit) shifts between them. The details of this part of the analysis will be described in Section 3.5.

3.5. ANALYSIS OF LINGUISTIC FEATURES

Building on the identified content categories, the next step in the analysis is to identify features of the linguistic representations that can be interpreted as
reflecting characteristic conceptual phenomena. As illustrated above, some aspects of language reflect cognitive aspects that go beyond conscious reflection by individual speakers, and that are not necessarily directly observable in linguistic content. Speakers are typically unaware of the cognitive structures that are reflected in particular ways of framing a representation linguistically. Furthermore, they are not consciously aware of the network of options (or ‘social semiotic system’; Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999) that allows for a range of linguistic choices beside their own. For instance, a sentence like *The car is next to the tree* will be intuitively produced without considering alternative options like *The tree is next to the car*, *The oak partially covers the Bentley*, or other linguistic representations of the same scene. Nevertheless these choices are meaningful. From a cognitive point of view (Talmy, 2000), *The car is next to the tree* is more standard than *The tree is next to the car*, since the movable object (car) is referred to as a locatum in relation to the fixed object (tree) as relatum. Besides cognitive principles, discourse-related factors (such as the current topic of the conversation) may lead speakers to intuitively choose other options. Depending on the context of its production, a choice like *The oak partially covers the Bentley* may reflect the speaker’s way of perceiving a pictorial configuration as well as their attention to details (*oak* rather than *tree*, *Bentley* rather than *car*). Along these lines, different ways of referring to the same situation reveal the speaker’s conceptual perspective (Schober, 1998), without the speaker necessarily being aware of this effect.

To capture these issues, it is useful to first examine the data qualitatively so as to identify linguistic features that are relevant to the research issues at hand. This means a close look at the ways in which central aspects relating to cognitive processes are expressed in language. For instance, it may be interesting to examine whether decision points in route descriptions are linguistically represented as given, and backgrounded, or rather highlighted as new elements. An examination of the language used to refer to these locations will then lead to the identification of the relevant linguistic repertory, such as definite and indefinite articles, modifiers, syntactic position, and the like.

The next step is then to annotate the data on a line-by-line basis so as to capture crucial qualitative insights systematically. Apart from gaining quantitative insights by counting numbers of occurrences of particular phenomena, systematic patterns can then be identified based on the features’ distribution throughout the data (see Section 3.6).

This approach to linguistic data analysis is fundamentally discourse-analytic. Discourse analysis generally means analyzing texts with respect to their linguistic (and contextual) features, adopting a specific analysis perspective that is relevant with respect to a particular motivation – bearing in mind that linguistic analysis can almost never be regarded as exhaustive.
Crucially, in contrast to psycholinguistic experimentation, which typically relies on precise predictions and controlled settings, the identification and detailed (qualitative) description of relevant linguistic phenomena and their interpretation relative to the research question is seen as primary. Quantitative data then serve to highlight the relative role of the detected phenomena within the text, and further support can be gained through inferential statistics (e.g., comparing results for different conditions; see Section 3.6).

In other areas of discourse analysis, research motivations include identifying distinctive features of text types (de Beaugrande, 1980), e.g., for purposes of data mining (Leidner & Schilder, 2010), specifying dialogue structure (e.g., to inform automated dialogue systems, as in Shi, Jian, & Rachuy, 2011), and uncovering gender bias or a hidden political agenda (as in Critical Discourse Analysis, e.g., van Dijk, 1993). In CODA, the perspective adopted is to identify linguistic features that are potentially indicative of cognitive processes and representations.

It is crucial at this central procedural step to provide clear and crisp definitions and operationalizations for annotation criteria, typically aiming for mutually exclusive variables within a category (see Carletta et al., 1997, for a particularly useful discussion of these issues for the area of dialogue annotation). In the following, I outline some examples for selective discourse analysis perspectives relevant for research in cognitive science, motivating systematic annotations of specific linguistic features in the collected data.

First, the way in which texts (of any type) are linearly structured, and the way in which the information is presented, can be expected to relate systematically to the way the underlying cognitive processes are structured. This concerns both the text as a whole, revealing, for instance, temporal and causal relationships developing gradually, and smaller portions of the text, for example information packaging within single clauses (Halliday, 1994). For instance, with respect to whole texts, Tenbrink and Wiener (2009), as well as Gralla et al. (2012), exploited the temporal structure of participants’ problem-solving reports for the purpose of proposing a generalized procedure for the type of problem at hand. These accounts served to illustrate how different cognitive strategies, which in earlier literature were treated as contrasting problem-solving approaches, were integrated over time by the problem-solvers in the studies. With respect to smaller units of text, Tenbrink and Ragni (2012) highlighted regular principles within participants’ ways of describing abstract configurations, both on the level of whole configuration descriptions and with respect to individual analysis units that described the relation of two objects to each other. This analysis revealed systematic visual attention patterns with respect to small-scale space. Rather than conceptualizing a configuration as a whole and describing its details in random order, people mostly followed conventional patterns of reading (left to right),
and furthermore tended to base each individual object location description on the previous one (e.g., *A is at the top left, B is next to A, and C below B*).

Second, for many purposes, a close look at the speakers’ lexical choices in references to objects and notions can be revealing (see also Krippendorff, 2004). Since there may be a range of different options, the particular reference type chosen by a speaker highlights the role of a particular semantic or conceptual field within the current verbalization task. In many cases, specific lexical items that have been identified by cognitive linguists (e.g., Talmy, 2000) as reflecting cognitive structure may be indicative of underlying conceptual patterns. For example, explorations of the chosen level of detail (Daniel & Denis, 2004; Vorwerg & Tenbrink, 2007), hierarchical description levels (Plumert, Carswell, de Vet, & Ihrig, 1995), and the underlying conceptual perspective (Tenbrink, Coventry, & Andonova, 2011; Tenbrink, Ross, Thomas, Dethlefs, & Andonova, 2010; Tversky, 1999) reveal the flexibility of these concepts relative to changes in the task scenario. For example, Plumert et al. (1995) showed how the discourse task as well as the spatial configuration of landmarks affected the order and hierarchical structuring of spatial descriptions. Tenbrink et al. (2010) found that speakers interacting with other humans frequently shift between perspectives in route dialogue, whereas speakers communicating with an automatic dialogue system refrain from doing so and mostly stick to the (arguably) simpler perspective choice.

Moreover, it can be useful to trace the development of reference types over time, particularly for complex cognitive processes. If reference types change during a problem-solving task, this “can be interpreted as the trace of changes in the functional organization of the subject’s representation” (Caron, 1996, pp. 24f.). A detailed analysis of the semantics of the lexical choices in the relevant action context may highlight the significance of this kind of conceptual change. For example, in a comparison of think-aloud protocols and instructional discourse in a dollhouse assembly setting, Gralla (2014) shows that reference choice is influenced by prior knowledge about the function of referent objects. Speakers who had been shown a picture of the fully assembled dollhouse often used pronouns in initial reference to a part in focus, reflecting its integration into an existing mental representation. In contrast, participants without prior knowledge initially tended to use definite noun phrases containing domain-unspecific nouns. Moreover, reference choice was also influenced by gradual change in the comprehension of the situation. Subsequent references reflected mental re-conceptualizations via the assignment of specific functions to objects. These principles, which systematically affected the distribution of pronoun use as well as lexical choices, were mediated by the communicative purposes in an instruction context.

Third, it is often worthwhile to examine the use of explicit discourse markers, which may serve multiple purposes, and have been intensely
researched both for English and for German (Fischer, 2006; Grosz & Sidner, 1986; Schiffrin, 1987). According to Caron (1996), the use of discourse markers in think-aloud protocols reveals how the participant construes the concepts and relations involved, without serving any specific communicative purpose that might influence this construal. For example, connectives (such as before, because, while) explicitly structure the represented contents. Furthermore, certain markers that are particularly prominent in spoken language may reflect hierarchical thought processes (see also Bégoin-Augereau & Caron-Pargue, 2003); for instance, occurrences of Okay, now … may signal the completion of a subprocess together with the start of a new one. Caron (1996) specifically proposes that, if modal expressions such as can, must, have to occur together with interjections such as oh, well, this can be interpreted as traces of operations by which the subject does not work anymore on the current representation, but ‘withdraws’ from it […] in order to have access to another representation. It may correspond either to the planning of a new course of action or to the access to knowledge stored in long-term memory. (Caron, 1996. pp. 25f.)

Other verbal cues, such as pauses, lapses, and self-repairs, may be indicative of other types of cognitive process, depending on the task situation (Lindsey et al., 1995; Tenbrink, Bergmann, & Konieczny, 2011).

Generally speaking, a detailed analysis of linguistic features is the most central aspect of CODA. There is no theoretical limit to the types of linguistic feature that can be or should be attended to in this part of the analysis. After all, language relates to cognition in many different ways, as shown by linguistic theory and previous research. Crucially, linguistic features need to be identified that are relevant for the research question at hand. The analyst will need to take account of practical limitations; while many aspects may be interesting to examine and discuss in depth, it will typically only be feasible to pick a few of them and focus on these. Identifying the most relevant features in a linguistic dataset may take time and effort, but will prove worthwhile if the analysis is then carried out systematically.

In terms of our running example, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) identified switches between different conceptual domains by classifying lexical choices in the collected retrospective reports. In particular, they examined the linguistic choices in each analysis unit with respect to the following features:

- identification of an underlying (explicit or implicit) agent of a described action that could be identified unambiguously as a planner or traveler (e.g., due to the nature of the instruction in this task, I was typically the planner, whereas they referred to traveling);
• nouns, verbs, and adjectives/adverbs that could be identified as indicators of the planning or the traveling activity (where map, decide, and important were typical indicators of planning, while relaxation, experience, and beautiful referred to traveling);

• temporal markers that clearly belonged to the planning or the traveling domain (identifiable by the temporal scope involved, as illustrated by references to days and hours).

In terms of a line-by-line analysis of the units cited above, this looks as shown in Figure 1. Importantly, each annotation category was carefully defined in an annotation documentation file so as to avoid confusions and inconsistencies in unclear cases. For instance, places and activities that were directly represented in the map (such as the ‘large town’ Sitia) had a corresponding element both in the planning and in the traveling domain, and therefore could not be regarded as indicating either of the domains, explaining the zeros in line 1 (Figure 1). Similarly, activities (Unternehmungsmöglichkeiten) were indicated as symbols in the map. Consequently, the only nouns that were counted as indicators of a specific conceptual domain were Übernachtungsplätze ‘overnight places’ and Touristen ‘tourists’.

As in this example, the linguistic analysis in Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) started from a qualitative examination of indicators of a particular phenomenon (a cognitive domain or a conceptual strategy), followed by the identification (annotation) of their occurrences in the dataset using number counts in the data table. While this is a frequent procedure in CODA, data tables can also represent and support more complex analysis procedures. Consider the following example, taken from Vorwerg and Tenbrink (2007), where level of detail in the description of an element in a picture was addressed by a close examination of linguistic features, as represented in Figure 2. Here, the first two columns provide the number code for the condition and the picture that is described by the utterance represented in the third column. The annotation starts in the fourth column, where mention of direction terms is categorized as follows: ‘1’ for one direction term (e.g., top for picture 1), ‘2’ for more than one direction term (e.g., northwest and lower for picture 2), and ‘0’ for descriptions containing no direction term at all (as for picture 7). The fifth column asks whether the direction term (if any) is modified by a precisifier such as most (for pictures 8 and 10); other examples would be slightly (left) and directly (above). If the direction term remains unmodified, the code is ‘1’; if it is modified, the code is ‘2’; and if there is no direction term the code is ‘0’. Note that this annotation creates nominal rather than ordinal or cardinal categories. Alternatively, the number of direction terms or precisifiers could have been counted. The last column, however, differs in this respect since it asks for a type of relatum
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(rather than existence or frequency). Here no relatum is coded as ‘0’ and the box as relatum as ‘1’; alternatives found in the data were the speaker (e.g., in front of me) or the picture itself (e.g., leftmost in the picture) as relata, and these were assigned different number codes. Instead of numbers, it is equally possible to use lexical categories (e.g., box, speaker, etc.) in the annotation columns.

3.6. RELIABILITY

Following line-by-line annotation, the annotations need to be checked for reliability, as outlined, for example, by Krippendorff (2004). This is an established way of assessing to what extent the definitions used for analysis were operationalized sufficiently for use by different annotators. The aim is to rely not only on experts to use these definitions, who typically draw on additional background knowledge that is hard to determine, but also other coders who should not need extensive additional training. Where applicable and feasible, inter-coder reliability should be tested statistically, for example using Krippendorff’s alpha (using the tool provided by Hayes & Krippendorff, 2007, for the SPSS/PASW statistics software package). As shown by Krippendorff (2004), the widely used measure Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960) has the flaw of allowing for systematic disagreement, which may then go unnoticed.

Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) let independent coders annotate a representative subset of the data in parallel, and obtained favorable Krippendorff’s alpha values for each annotation category.

3.7. IDENTIFICATION OF PATTERNS

Having accomplished a detailed and reliable annotation of the linguistic features of individual participant data, the results need to be systematically

Fig. 1. Snapshot of the line-by-line annotation of conceptual domains in Tenbrink and Seifert (2011).
related to the features of the setting in which the language was produced. This is most conveniently accomplished by transferring counts of annotation results per participant into a spreadsheet. Patterns to be identified may concern the features of a verbally represented scene, or the problem-solving process, different conditions, scenes, or situations, subgroups of participants or individuals, or different text types. For instance, Daniel and Denis (2004) identified the features of route descriptions that were relevant for conciseness in all collected data, and then compared the results between conditions (which differed in the extent to which conciseness was explicitly asked for). Where other kinds of data, such as behavioral results, are available, the analysis results furthermore need to be related to these (see Section 3.8). Establishing such inter-relationships between types of evidence is not only useful in terms of validation (Krippendorff, 2004) but also in terms of accounting for the significance and impact of any kind of change in the situation, its conceptualization, and its representation in language.

In Tenbrink and Seifert (2011), the line-by-line annotation of conceptual domains based on linguistic indicators was used to identify units that referred only to the traveling or planning domain, both, or neither. A close examination of these led to the identification of linguistic markers of conceptual shifts (such as let in I wanted to let the couple travel once round the western part of the island). Number counts for each category per participant were transferred to the spreadsheet, and then related to various categories relevant for the study, namely different modes of travel for different participants as well as different conceptual planning strategies. Together, these analyses revealed how participants used spatial strategies to design a travel plan relevant for a conceptual domain that is distinct from the currently perceived scene, taking into account scenario features such as the mode of travel involved. There were striking parallels between this naturalistic and conceptually complex holiday planning task and previous results for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>condition</th>
<th>picture no.</th>
<th>response</th>
<th>no. of direction terms</th>
<th>precisifiers?</th>
<th>type of relatum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>top element</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>circle northwest of lower bar</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>circle to the left of the back of the box</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>circle behind the box</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>circle northwest of the box</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>northwest circle (or) upper left circle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>circle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>westmost circle (or) leftmost circle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>circle northwest of the box</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>westmost circle (or) leftmost circle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the line-by-line annotation of level of detail in Vorwerg and Tenbrink (2007).
simpler and more abstract spatial planning problems. Furthermore, the conceptual domain shifts highlighted by the linguistic analysis resonates with theories on conceptual flexibility, such as that reflected by the adoption of various perspectives.

Depending on the sample size, existence of different conditions, distribution of results, and the like, the analysis may now be supported by statistical procedures. Since the type of data and feature distribution will vary from case to case, no recommendations for specific statistical tests can be made here. Previous statistical analyses related to CODA range from simple $t$-tests, chi-squares, and ANOVAs to more complex mixed-effects logistic regression models.

Obviously, statistical validation of observed patterns is highly desirable and provides substantial support for the linguistic analysis results whenever it can be achieved. It should be recognized, however, that this is notoriously hard to obtain based on unconstrained language data, and statistical significance is not the only valid evidence of cognitive phenomena. In various areas of cognitive science (e.g., artificial intelligence, human–computer interaction, cognitive modeling, and others), it is actually common to examine individual case studies, to obtain proof of concept, and the like. Showing that phenomena exist (maybe systematically under distinct circumstances) can be a decisive step forward in the understanding of the human mind. Case studies and the identification of qualitative patterns can therefore be regarded as inspiring explorative insights, leading towards more controlled study designs that can shed further light on the observed phenomena.

In terms of our running example, Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) focused on descriptive statistics (relative frequencies). Much of the analysis was qualitative, showing the repertory of conceptual strategies as well as domain shifts as represented in language across various scenario types. The quantification provided an assessment of the relative role of these processes within the overall procedures and verbalizations.

### 3.8. Triangulation and Extensions

As observed by many researchers following the tradition of verbal protocol analysis (based on Ericsson & Simon, 1993), language may in many ways be insufficient for gaining access to cognitive processes and representations to the extent desirable for a research purpose. A systematic linguistic analysis (as just described) partially remedies this by a closer examination of linguistic choices than available through content analysis, building on established insights concerning their significance. Nevertheless, it is highly beneficial to collect other types of evidence that can complement the insights gained from language, as well as to relate insights gained from verbal protocol analysis to established (or newly developed) theories and models.
To link the results of linguistic analysis with other findings, cognitive science provides a wide range of methodologies and opportunities for triangulation. For example, measures such as memory or behavioral performance data, decision outcomes, reaction times, and eye-tracking data can provide (further) insights on cognitive activities, some of which remain below the threshold of participants’ awareness. Eye-tracking behavior, for instance, primarily reveals implicit patterns of attention of which participants are rarely aware (Findlay, 2004; Thomas & Lleras, 2007). Neuroimaging (e.g., fMRI; see Cabeza & Klingstone, 2001, for an overview) provides insights on the activation of particular parts of the brain, for example during the conceptualization of objects, which triggers activation of certain lexemes (Boutonnet, Athanasopoulos, & Thierry, 2012).

Synthetic approaches such as cognitive modeling (e.g., ACT-R; Anderson, 2007; Anderson, Bothell, Byrne, Douglass, Lebiere, & Qin, 2004; Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) suggest mechanisms and procedures across all cognitive levels and modules, including those that can only be hypothesized at the current state of research. In particular, cognitive models represent theories to explain the observable data consistently by concrete assumptions about the underlying non-observable processes, covering the full range of cognitive processes from conscious human decisions and strategies through to neural activities. The result of a computationally implemented cognitive model can then be compared with observable insights from various sources, including fMRI (Fincham, Carter, van Veen, Stenger, & Anderson, 2002; Ragni, Fangmeier, & Brüssow, 2010) as well as language data, feeding back into improved models. For example, Gugerty and Rodes (2007) provide an ACT-R model of the strategies and cognitive processes involved in cardinal direction judgments, based on participants’ verbalized strategies and enhanced by further findings about human direction conceptualizations and other processes that were not directly reported by participants.

Another extension is to feed the results into practical applications. The overarching goal motivating the study reported in Tenbrink and Seifert (2011), for instance, was the development of spatial assistance software for planning holiday routes (Seifert, 2008). Other studies have focused on the development of intuitive human–robot or human–computer interaction (e.g., Moratz & Tenbrink, 2006; Tenbrink et al., 2010).

3.9. **Summary**

Table 2 provides an overview of the steps involved in CODA along with some key questions to be considered by the researcher, and key aspects involved in a step. Each step can be treated more or less elaborately in a specific research process.
## Table 2. Overview of steps in the CODA procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODA step</th>
<th>Researcher’s considerations</th>
<th>Key parameters in CODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Clarify if the current research question can be addressed by verbal data analysis. Which aspects of interest to the researcher may be revealed through language?</td>
<td>CODA can provide insights about mental representations and complex cognitive processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Which type of language is best suited for the research question and experimental design at hand? How should the instruction to participants be formulated?</td>
<td>CODA can be applied to verbal descriptions, think-aloud protocols, retrospective reports, interviews, procedural instructions, dialogues, etc. in spoken and written modes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of data for analysis</td>
<td>Which format and level of detail is most suitable for current purposes? What kinds of information are important for analysis? What kinds of units are adequate, considering the content as well as analysis procedures?</td>
<td>Using a suitable electronic format, transcripts should at least represent the words used by the participant, and may involve more details such as pronunciation, hesitations, pauses, etc., depending on the analysis targeted in this research. Non-verbal information such as gestures and actions need to be included if relevant, choosing a suitable level of detail. Units need to be small enough to handle and annotate systematically, and may be based on content or syntax (e.g., sentences).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content analysis</td>
<td>What are the main contents conveyed in language? Do they fall into distinct categories? Do they lead to intuitions or insights that should be pursued systematically? Are any relevant concepts and strategies conveyed explicitly?</td>
<td>Content aspects can be used as anecdotal evidence, as well as for a systematic analysis of what thoughts are conveyed under what circumstances. A good grasp of the content can lead to the identification of crucial linguistic features to be analyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic feature annotation</td>
<td>What are the main linguistic features that are relevant for, or revealing of, the cognitive processes addressed in this study? How do speakers express the most crucial content – what are their linguistic choices, and which cognitive structures may they reflect?</td>
<td>This analysis builds on insights (or intuitions) about the significance of specific linguistic features. It requires clear definitions of linguistic feature annotation categories and criteria (ideally building on established linguistic insights and previous literature), and systematic annotation of all relevant language according to these definitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Check if different coders annotate the data in the same way, given a good understanding of the annotation definitions and as much context as needed.</td>
<td>At least two independent coders should annotate a representative subset of data in parallel. Krippendorff’s alpha is a good measure to assess inter-coder reliability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

As indicated above, CODA-related research traditions fall into two areas, namely the linguistic expression of mental representations and of complex cognitive processes such as problem-solving. Following the outline of the procedural aspects of the CODA methodology in Section 3, the contribution of CODA will now be discussed for each of these areas in turn.

4.1 Mental Representations

As one prominent area relevant to the linguistic expression of mental representations, a wide range of publications emerged from the investigation of how speakers describe spatial scenes under various circumstances and settings (e.g., Carlson & Logan, 2001; Coventry, Carmichael, & Garrod, 1994; Gorniak & Roy, 2004). Taken together, these results show how the spatial setting interacts with the speakers’ conceptualizations as well as with the current discourse task and discourse strategies, leading to systematic differences in linguistic representations depending on the variation of seemingly negligible factors. A general conclusion can be derived that whenever there is a difference in conceptualization (influenced by context factors), there will be a difference in linguistic expression if the speaker is free to verbalize the conceptual patterns (such as spatial relationships) without constraints. Such conceptual differences become apparent with any conceivable change in the discourse setting, be it the spatial configuration, the nature of the interaction partner (e.g., human or robot), or details of the task at hand. Furthermore, individual differences in the

### Table 2. (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODA step</th>
<th>Researcher’s considerations</th>
<th>Key parameters in CODA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification of patterns</td>
<td>How do the annotated linguistic features relate to features of the scenario or the individual participants, conditions, procedural steps, etc.? How do actions come into play?</td>
<td>Spreadsheets provide a useful summary representation of annotation results alongside other relevant parameters, such as demographic and ability measures, conditions, procedural steps, etc., providing the basis for statistical tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangulation and extensions</td>
<td>How do the identified patterns relate to other measures such as performance, reaction times, etc.? How can these results be used for further goals such as cognitive modeling, user support software, etc.?</td>
<td>CODA can readily be applied alongside other methods and frameworks. Triangulation means mutual validation of results. Results gained by CODA often feed easily into theoretical models or practical applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ways in which a situation is perceived can lead to systematic differences in the verbalization data.

In this area of research, the linguistic structures that have been investigated using CODA have focused on principles of spatial term usage and their relationship to underlying spatial reference frames, perspective usage, and levels of detail or granularity. Relevant settings include descriptions of configurations in pictures (Tenbrink, 2007, Ch. 6; Tenbrink & Ragni, 2012; Vorwerg & Tenbrink, 2007), complex configurations in small-scale space (Tenbrink, Coventry, & Andonova, 2011), and verbalizations of routes (Tenbrink, Bergmann, & Konieczny, 2011). The linguistic features that were analyzed to access conceptual distinctions in these settings primarily concerned the use of projective terms such as left, right, in front of, behind. Their use in relation to a specific configuration reflects the conceptual perspective adopted as well as the types of conceptualized object relation, as revealed by the choice of relatum (see Tenbrink, 2011, for the network of conceptual options available in this regard). Modifications and specifications of the spatial relation descriptions highlight the level of granularity perceived to be relevant by the speakers, and the order of mention reveals sequences and conceptual chunking of particular configurations (see also Plumert et al., 1995).

Clearly, the systematic analysis of unconstrained language poses a range of challenges. Allowing for participants’ individual conceptualizations (and ensuing verbalizations) of the situation counters predictivity, and consequently may not always lead to statistically significant results. Moreover, it takes some amount of experience and subject knowledge to identify those structures in language that are relevant for a particular research issue at hand. Nevertheless, previous outcomes indicate that the effort is worthwhile, considering the broad range of specific results and publications emerging from this research. In general terms, the following contributions of linguistic analysis can be noted with respect to the study of mental representations.

- CODA brings together established research traditions in a productive way. Cognitive linguists have predominantly been concerned with generalized patterns of grammatical structures in language, in part focusing on cross-linguistic and cultural differences and their impact on thought. This research tradition only rarely incorporates the elicitation of language in controlled, cognitively interesting, settings in order to detect the situational parameters that lead to specific conceptual representations. Similarly, research in discourse analysis typically does not address cognitive issues in controlled situations for groups of speakers. This is achieved in psycholinguistic experimentation, which, however, rarely allows for unconstrained language use. CODA combines these three
areas by applying findings from cognitive linguistics to specific discourse settings that resemble psycholinguistic research scenarios, opening up further avenues for research in cognitive science based on established methodologies.

- The examination of linguistic features across a wide range of situations, taking into account the specific contextual features in each case, leads to a better understanding of the core semantics of specific lexemes. Thus, CODA-based analysis helps to distinguish those aspects of lexemes that remain unchanged across contexts (i.e., the semantic features) from those that are contextually variable (i.e., the pragmatic inferences that may be swiftly filled in by the discourse participants without conscious awareness). Insights along these lines for the spatial domain are represented in a spatial linguistic ontology by Bateman, Hois, Ross, and Tenbrink (2010).

- The findings obtained by linguistic analysis complement approaches from other research directions that also aim at a better understanding of mental representations. For instance, much research has dealt with the effects of relevance and salience on visual attention (Li, 2002; Navalpakkam & Itti, 2005; Ward, Duncan, & Shapiro, 1996). Where humans look at and focus on is guided, on the one hand, by outstanding distinguishing features of the perceived entities, and on the other hand by their current task purpose. These phenomena parallel findings reported with respect to language use quite closely; as predicted by Talmy (2007), the distribution of conceptual attention is systematically reflected in linguistic structures.

Linguistic analysis as described here thus amounts to a method for understanding mental representations that directly complements research in various fields. These parallel aspects can be addressed directly by relating other kinds of data to the results obtained by examining language. For instance, the investigation of eye-movements along with language production (Holsanova, 2008; van Gog, Paas, & van Merriënboer, 2005), the elicitation of memory data (Brunyé & Taylor, 2008), and the examination of gestures associated with language (Allen, 2003; Emmorey & Casey, 2002; Goldin-Meadow, 1999; Kranstedt, Lücking, Pfeiffer, Rieser, & Wachsmuth, 2006) provide relevant insights that complement the findings obtained by the analysis of unconstrained natural language data reflecting mental representations.

4.2. Complex Cognitive Processes

The second relevant research tradition concerns the investigation of complex cognitive processes such as problem-solving via verbal protocols. To access human thoughts during problem-solving, behavioral tasks are often combined with some kind of linguistic description of the task and
its solution, allowing for a comparison of freely produced language with behavioral data. The analysis then highlights the use, function, and interplay of cognitive components and processes involved in the task as reflected jointly by language and behavior. CODA adopts this general approach as established by Ericsson and Simon (1993) and pursues it further by a closer examination of patterns in linguistic structure, in order to support the evidentiary value of verbal protocols as well as to highlight how particular conceptual aspects are reflected in language. Relating non-linguistic problem-solving behavior to linguistic strategies provides a strong motivation for adopting established goals and methods of linguistic discourse analysis. Furthermore, participants’ utterances often contain explicit information about underlying strategies (e.g., Hölscher, Meilinger, Vrachliotis, Brösamle, & Knauff, 2006; Spiers & Maguire, 2008); such information is specifically interesting since speakers provide direct access to aspects that are important to them (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). Generally, as Caron (1996) puts it:

verbal protocols, not taken as descriptions of the subjects’ mental processes, but as interpretable traces of those processes, can be a valuable source of on-line information about cognitive functioning. (Caron, 1996, p. 12)

One of the aspects that can be highlighted by language data concerns the identification and categorization of errors, mistakes, and false leads (e.g., Gralla, 2014). In complex problem-solving tasks, such failures may occur on different levels, leading to less than optimal results. According to Reason (1990), errors can be ascribed to specific subprocesses of human planning actions: for instance, either the intended plan itself (which is based on the participants’ knowledge and inferential processes) is faulty, or the execution of the plan is other than intended. Purely behavioral results will not in all cases provide sufficient information to differentiate between these possibilities. Verbal data, on the other hand, provide further insights concerning the participants’ underlying intentions and thus contribute to the understanding of the level at which errors occurred.

CODA-based research in the area of problem-solving so far includes planning paths to one goal location in an urban environment (Hölscher et al., 2011) and in a complex building (Tenbrink, Bergmann, & Konieczny, 2011), and to multiple goals in abstract configurations (Gralla et al., 2012; Tenbrink & Wiener, 2009) and in everyday contexts (Tenbrink & Seifert, 2011). Results encompass a broad variety of insights about speakers’ metacognitive awareness of complex cognitive processes, a diversified repertory of conceptual strategies when addressing them, insights on conceptual focus and relevant granularity levels, as well as perspectives, dynamic shifts between conceptual domains, and a range of communicative aspects that mediate the verbalization of associated tasks and procedures.
The analysis of verbal protocol data using linguistic (discourse analytic) methods is as such a novel contribution to cognitive science. Discourse analysts have so far not been known to analyze language data related to cognitive science problems, and the systematic analysis of linguistic features is not an integral part of the widespread tradition using verbal reports as data, promoted most prominently by Ericsson and Simon (1993). In fact, Ericsson and Simon explicitly recommend transforming the original data to a generalized, abstract, form that is better suited for operationalization of annotation categories. While such a procedure is certainly both useful and common in content analysis, it leaves little room for the identification of informative linguistic patterns in the original data. For example, as outlined above, the close linguistic analysis by Tenbrink and Seifert (2011) highlighted how speakers swiftly and implicitly switched between the fundamentally distinct conceptual domains of planning and traveling; insights such as these could hardly be derived by way of generalizing statements from protocols. Furthermore, the specification of lexical and syntactic structures based on a close linguistic analysis can support insights about content. By focusing on a particular type of linguistic detail, it becomes possible to operationalize the analysis of specific aspects involved in a cognitive process. Instead of using broad content-based categories derived from the produced language, the analysis targets specific sets of linguistic features that have been identified as relevant indicators for particular issues.

The range of analysis avenues that can be chosen to investigate complex cognitive processes is naturally broader than for mental representations as described above. This is due to the higher amount of flexibility, i.e., the larger network of linguistic options, available to speakers in complex cognitive tasks (as opposed to the verbalization of a perceived scene). This raises the challenges to the analysis considerably, but also opens up a wider range of promising insights. Problem-solving tasks involve many different aspects that may become the target of linguistic analysis, including a timeline (which may be reflected by temporal discourse markers), conscious strategies and decisions (with lexical choices depending on the nature of the task), considerations of states of affairs (which, at each point in time, may be analyzed according to the mental representations involved), plans of possible future actions and caused states (which may be represented by modal verbs and causal connectors), conceptual changes caused by real-world actions and changes (which may be reflected by explicit linguistic signals of insight), mental switches between task domains (represented by different semantic fields), variations in attention focus (reflected in linguistic information structure and lexical choices), and many more. The cited CODA-based publications provide concrete examples along these lines; however, the range of insights that can potentially be gained by adopting a particular linguistic
Cognitive discourse analysis is conceived to be far wider, leaving much room for future exploration.

Arguably, analyzing verbal data from a linguistic point of view is not just useful for addressing cognitive science issues, but actually a natural and necessary development emerging from accumulated progress on both sides – linguistic discourse analysis, and cognitive science. The following points support this view.

On the linguistics side, much debate has been devoted to the relationship between language and mind. A wide range of publications, many theoretical in nature, others supported by observing language(s) used in everyday life in different cultures, address the question of whether language determines thought – an idea that was formulated most pointedly by Whorf (1941). Other research directions address the conceptual structure represented by certain lexical items, particularly prepositions. Psychologists and psycholinguists have been extensively investigating the language used to describe mental representations (typically using a somewhat different approach than CODA). The step forward to investigate not only concepts and representations but also cognitive processes – such as those involved in problem-solving – is a direct and straightforward one. It sheds new light on the relationship between language and thought by offering new kinds of answers to old questions.

To be more precise, the long-standing question about the relationship between language and thought can be refined to encompass the following: To what extent does our language use express what we think? Which kinds of linguistic structure reflect which kinds of cognitive process, how do they map, and how are they chosen from the available network of options? How do actions when solving problems affect language use? How can these insights be utilized for practical purposes, for example supporting complex cognitive demands by using appropriate language in instruction manuals as well as user support software? It is a fascinating prospect to use discourse analytic results to gain insights beyond the realm of linguistics, informing other strands of research related to cognitive science, and opening up a range of practical application aims such as intuitive human–robot and human–computer interaction (Mast & Bergmann, 2013; Moratz & Tenbrink, 2006).

Generally, this kind of language data offers an exciting new resource for texts that call for analysis by linguistics experts. Discourse analysis typically aims at a better understanding of how discourse works (which, undoubtedly, is an important aim in itself), particularly with respect to communication and (in Critical Discourse Analysis) with respect to manipulation. Verbal protocol data represent a fundamentally different text type (in comparison to everyday usage) that indicates how language may be used for a purpose that is not
primarily communicative. As observed by Caron-Pargue and Gillis (1996), the role of discourse markers, for instance, may change according to text type, ranging from a communicative function to that of signaling topic shifts and cognitive chunking processes. The analysis of linguistic reflections of conceptualizations of relations and entities, such as lexical choices on varying levels of granularity, in the course of problem-solving tasks, provides a better understanding of the referential scope and perceived prominence of the concepts involved.

In cognitive science, language data have been scrutinized to gain insights about cognitive processes for several decades. As part of these endeavors, specific analysis steps have been developed that can be reminiscent of established linguistic theories without being informed by them (based on the different scientific background of the researchers involved). To cite one example, Goldschmidt (1992, 2014) proposed a method for detecting and visualizing links between portions of linguistic protocols elicited by architects during design processes. The analogy to discourse analytic research on coherence relations within texts (Sanders, 1997), also called ‘rhetorical structures’ (Mann & Thompson, 1988), would be obvious to linguists, yet the approaches so far remain unrelated. Tenbrink (2008) provided a qualitative structural analysis as reflected by discourse markers (supported by relative frequencies); combining this approach with Goldschmidt’s linkograph should provide a good basis for operationalizing and deriving further inferences from the analysis of coherence. Similar observations hold for other types of analysis carried out by cognitive scientists interested in systematic operationalizations of intuitively meaningful patterns found in linguistic data. Generally, the main benefit of systematic linguistic analysis arguably lies in the well-informed operationalization of coding categories based on established linguistic insights, supporting the validity of analysis results.

Moreover, linguistic structure can reveal patterns of thought (such as underlying spatial reference systems, focus of attention, granularity levels, conceptual perspectives, and the like) that speakers may not be consciously aware of and would not explicitly verbalize, thereby extending the limits of accessibility of cognitive representations to a degree. The limits of CODA-based research in this respect are clearly a matter of further exploration. While some reflection in language is naturally a prerequisite for any language-based analysis, specific analysis procedures may conceivably be further refined to allow for the identification of a wider range of unconscious cognitive processes than has been assumed so far.

Another way in which linguistic analysis can inspire research is to inform cognitive modeling efforts (e.g., using ACT-R; Anderson et al., 2004) by drawing on the prominent problem-solving steps as verbalized
by the participants, further specified with respect to underlying concepts by a close linguistic analysis. Various alternative solution paths may be available for the same task if participants differ in their cognitive strategies (e.g., Smith, Lewis, Howes, Chu, Green, & Vera, 2008). Typically, with increasingly complex tasks people have increasingly complex and flexible strategies at their disposal, which not only differ inter- but also intra-individually. Recognizing and specifying this flexibility to provide adequately versatile cognitive models is one of the prominent aims in cognitive science. Another aim is to capture the ways in which people develop their cognitive strategies in the first place, guided by learning procedures and (typically) analogical strategies, building on previous experience. These processes can be traced by think-aloud protocols spanning various instances of the same task.

5. Conclusion and outlook

This paper has outlined Cognitive Discourse Analysis as a method towards systematic analysis of unconstrained language data as evidence for cognitive processes and representations. This approach considers the cognitive linguistic repertory available to speakers to verbalize mental representations and complex cognitive processes. The analysis of linguistic patterns in speakers’ unconstrained verbalizations highlights the relationship between language and thought in a particular context.

The methodology outlined here is based on a range of established and well-proven analysis procedures. It provides a coherent framework for the aim of accessing cognitive processes in easily accessible yet systematic ways. Many researchers may recognize considerable overlap with their own empirical designs, analysis methods, and procedural steps: this highlights the prominence and utility of such an approach, in spite of a predominant trend towards fine-grained experimental control, computational efficiency, and high-technology based procedures. Linguistic data collection, as such, is widespread and simple, requiring no specific technology (apart from standard audio recording devices) or expertise. In contrast to most other established methodological frameworks, however, the analysis of language for understanding cognitive processes so far has lacked a unifying concept, leading to frequent uncertainties and ad-hoc decisions whenever language comes into play. It is precisely the ubiquity of language within cognitive science and other areas of behavioral research that calls for a more rigorous approach. This paper has identified generic procedures, suggesting CODA – Cognitive Discourse Analysis – as a unifying term for approaches that use unconstrained language data to access cognitive processes and representations, across a broad range of research purposes.
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APPENDIX

Training task for think-aloud procedure (2–3 min.) adapted from Ericsson and Simon (1993). The instruction to participants should be conveyed orally, as close to the following as possible:

*In our study we are interested in what you think about as you perform a task that we give you. In order to do this I am going to ask you to THINK ALOUD during the whole procedure of the task. That is, I want you to say EVERYTHING you are thinking from start to finish of the task. I would like you to talk aloud CONSTANTLY. Don’t try to plan out what you say and don’t talk to ME. Just act as if you were speaking to yourself. It is most important that you keep talking, even though you won’t get any response or feedback. Do you understand what I want you to do?*
Good, now we will begin with some practice problems. First, I want you to multiply two numbers in your head and say out loud what you are thinking as you get an answer.

‘What is the result of multiplying 24 x 36?’

Good. Any questions? – Here’s your next practice problem:

‘How many windows are there in a house you grew up in?’

After explaining the task procedure, the following instruction can be added:

Don’t forget to THINK ALOUD while doing so. I won’t interrupt you, and I won’t judge your decisions and thoughts. We are interested in your thoughts while you do the task.

During the task the experimenter makes sure that the participant keeps thinking aloud, and reminds them to do so if they forget or fall silent for more than a minute or so. Reminders need to be kept neutral, as in Keep talking; keep thinking aloud.